Docking by least-squares fitting of molecular surface patterns.
Molecular surfaces are fitted to each other by a new solution to the problem of docking a ligand into the active site of a protein molecule. The procedure constructs patterns of points on the surfaces and superimposes them upon each other using a least-squares best-fit algorithm. This brings the surfaces into contact and provides a direct measure of their local complementarity. The search over the ligand surface produces a large number of dockings, of which a small fraction having the best complementarity and the least steric hindrance are evaluated for electrostatic interaction energy. When applied to molecules taken from crystallographically observed complexes, this procedure consistently assigns the lowest electrostatic energies to correct dockings. On independently determined structures, the ability of the method to discern correct dockings depends on how much conformational difference there is between the free and complexed forms of the molecules. The procedure is found to be fast enough on contemporary workstation computers to permit many conformations to be considered, and tolerant enough to make rather coarse bond dihedral sampling a practicable way to overcome the problem of structural flexibility.